Aérothèque
Grand Toulouse
Conservatoire du Patrimoine de DEWOITINE à AIRBUS
Creation of the Aerothèque in 1988 under the impetus of the Aérospatiale’s managers Toulouse

Objective of the Association

To promote the technological and cultural heritage of the Toulouse factories of the AIRBUS Company, highlight past and present achievements and show how they fit together with a view to the future; To this end, constitute an archive collection (documents, models, parts, etc.) and create a showcase open to the public; Participate in any action with a similar goal

Some figures

number of members : over 110
Building area : more than 450 m²

Address : 4 Rue Roger BETEILLE 31700 Blagnac
Email : aerotheque@wanadoo.fr Phone : 05 34 40 62 93
At the origin of AIRBUS Toulouse, Emile DEWOITINE

100 years ago

- **1920** he creates his company CAED
- **1921** he creates the first workshop in Toulouse
- **1922** Flight of his first plane the D1
Association activities

- Archives (Treatment, storage and distribution)
- Exhibition hall open to the public
- Restoration of a section of a DEWOITINE D338
- Simulators
- Participation in Aéroscopia events
- Educational project
- Book writing In progress
- 3D printing
Archives
More than 500 ml of documents
Over 100 years of activity in the aviation industry

The exhibition hall and screening room
200 square meters
Objects from D7, D9, D520, D338, . . . A350

Simulators
MTD A340, Corvette, A350
Conservation and restoration of a section of a DEWOITINE D338

Discovery of the section at the end of 2017

Contact, purchase & transport in Blagnac in March 2018

Search for documents, plans, or any elements concerning this aircraft

Partnership search (In progress)

We are starting its restoration
- cleaning
- Creation of the CAD package
Since 1988, more than 33 years of history of the Association